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EXECUTIVESUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
This report has been prepared by the Farm Animal Welfare Forum (FAWF) to make proposals to European
policy makers about why it is both desirable and feasible to progressively introduce mandatory labelling of
farm animal products by method of producon, starng in 2011.
The report sets out the case for acon and a realisc implementaon plan for achieving the goal that
European consumers want - informaon that tells them how their meat and dairy foods were produced and
enables them to make informed choices when purchasing.
We recognise that there is extensive evidence of growing consumer concern about food provenance and
that this is unlikely to diminish unl the EU takes concerted acon to implement a labelling scheme that
addresses peoples’ disquiet about the exisng opaque labelling requirements.
This need for labelling is already agreed in principle. In 2009 the European Commission’s report Opons for
animal welfare labelling opened a polical debate on how to achieve welfare labelling of animal-based
foods. Our report demonstrates how it can be successfully implemented.
We have issued this report in dra because we want to receive comments and contribuons from other
stakeholders across the EU before ﬁnalising our recommendaons.

OURPROPOSALS
This report sets out our proposals for mandatory, clear and unambiguous labelling of all animal-derived
products according to method of producon, as the simplest and most eﬀecve way to give consumers the
informaon that research has demonstrated they want.
We would like to see the European Union take steps that will ulmately lead to:
> All fresh and frozen chicken and pig meat sold through retail outlets across the EU labelled by
method of producon by 2015
> The establishment of 3 - 5 categories of livestock producon system
> Minimum criteria for each category of producon system for each livestock species being deﬁned
by EU law
> Labelling terms or descriptors being agreed for each producon system and species based on
consumer and market tesng
> The introducon of welfare outcome assessment to provide further informaon and evidence about
the welfare credenals of each category of producon system, within 5 years.

We are proposing labelling by method of producon because it gives consumers informaon on the potenal
for high welfare that the farming system oﬀers, when the system is well-managed. Consumers are most
concerned with the living environment of the animals and see diﬀerent producon systems as oﬀering
diﬀerent levels of animal welfare, typically associang more extensive systems with beer welfare.
We recommend that labelling should be mandatory. For a labelling system to be eﬀecve from the point of
view of consumers, it needs to be both:
> universal: applying to all products of the same type; and
> harmonised: ensuring equivalence of standards across Europe.
A properly audited mandatory system is the only way to ensure harmonisaon of markeng terms and
standards. Under a mandatory system, consumers, producers and retailers will have conﬁdence that a
parcular markeng term has the equivalent legally deﬁned meaning throughout the EU.
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A voluntary labelling system would not be universal and in pracce would not generally cover products
from intensive indoor producon systems. Voluntary labelling would therefore fail to label the majority of
products oﬀered to the consumer as these systems currently rear the majority of Europe’s animals.
We are also aware that voluntary labelling can be misleading, undermining consumer trust in all labels.
Mandatory labelling would create the maximum transparency about the provenance of animal-based foods
and the welfare of the animals that produced them. The EU’s Feasibility study on animal welfare labelling
(2009) accepts that a mandatory labelling system has a greater power to drive up animal welfare standards
than does a voluntary labelling system, because of the increased eﬀect on consumer awareness.1
We recognise that the quality of management and stockpeople plays a key role in ensuring the quality
of all producon systems. We therefore propose that the labelling system should include
outcome-measured safeguards.
We recommend staged introducon. In the short term we suggest that the scheme should focus on pigs
and chickens, and should focus on fresh and frozen meat sold at retail because:
> Pigmeat is the most-consumed meat in the EU
> Labelling of pigmeat and chickenmeat will have the most impact on buying decisions
> Pigs and chickens are the species most likely to be kept in barren, highly stocked indoor condions
> Chicken and pig farming systems are the most readily categorised
> Fresh and frozen meat at retail is the product that is most visible to the consumer
We also recommend that eggs used as ingredients should be brought into a mandatory labelling scheme in
line with the exisng situaon for whole eggs.

MEETINGEUROPE’SEXPECTATIONSFORANIMALWELFAREANDLABELLING
There is substanal unmet public and consumer demand in Europe for:
> Beer welfare for farmed animals
> Greater transparency about the way the animal was reared, when purchasing food
> More assurance that the animal was reared in good or acceptable condions, when purchasing food.
All evidence from EU surveys and retail and consumer group surveys show that consumers aspire to buy
food raised to higher welfare standards. However, they lack informaon or are confused about the meaning,
status and comparability of diﬀerent welfare claims on labels. The March 2010 Eurobarometer report on
Europeans, Agriculture and the Common Agricultural Policy noted that over half of EU cizens want more
informaon on the two closely related issues of the environmental eﬀects of farming and the welfare of
farm animals.2
The demand for labelling about farm animal welfare is demonstrated by the existence of successful voluntary
schemes that are seen by consumers to oﬀer a higher welfare potenal, including Label Rouge, Neuland,
Freedom Food, Thierry Schweitzer and the higher welfare own brands of several retail chains. Label Rouge
had in 2007 a 33% market share in household purchases of chicken (and a 62% share in whole chicken) in
France 2 and in 2009 the Freedom Food label covered 20% of UK pig producon.3
A recent study by the UK consumer organisaon Consumer Focus of ‘Green’ labelling concluded that the
essenal aributes of labels that achieve consumer conﬁdence are Clarity, Credibility and Comparability currently this is not always achieved.4 A lack of clear informaon to consumers about which producon
systems were used to rear the animal producing the food products, as well as about the welfare potenal
of those producon systems, remain signiﬁcant barriers to consumer purchase of higher welfare products.
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HOWTHEPROPOSEDLABELLINGSYSTEMWILLFURTHEREUROPE’SGOALS
Our proposal oﬀers a manageable and achievable route towards important European goals for food,
agriculture and animal welfare by:
> Meeng consumer demand for transparent and trustworthy informaon on which to base food
purchasing decisions
> Expanding opportunies for farmers and retailers to beneﬁt from high quality producon
> Supporng measurable improvements in standards of animal welfare in the EU.
The EU’s Feasability Study and impact assessment concluded that the net impact of labelling on the
income of producers and operators would be neutral on average, although there might be cerﬁcaon and
labelling costs. The study concluded that producers’ incomes would beneﬁt if consumers moved to higher
welfare products but that consumers would face higher prices only if they chose to do so, by buying
higher-welfare products.2
The European Commission has accepted that mandatory labelling is generally a less trade-restricve
method than other types of regulaon providing certain obligaons are fulﬁlled to prevent it being used in
any form of arbitrary or unjusﬁable discriminaon.5 The EU’s mandatory labelling scheme for eggs has
been noﬁed to the WTO’s Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Commiee and has not been challenged by
any other WTO member.
According to the legal opinion obtained by the RSPCA, mandatory labelling, with appropriate safeguards to
trade, would be compable with WTO rules.6

METHODOFPRODUCTIONLABELLINGINPRACTICE
Labelling by method of producon has already proved successful in Europe with the labelling of eggs
(mandatory) and has also been applied to higher welfare chicken meat (on a voluntary basis). It has
demonstrated conclusively that consumers are willing to pay more for products when they have transparent
and trustworthy labels.
We argue that all livestock producon systems could be classiﬁed in a similar way to the exisng egg and
poultry markeng regulaons. We see the essenal diﬀerenaon between producon systems as including
environment, management and genecs and we believe that systems can be classiﬁed objecvely, even if
very broadly, according to whether they are:
> Intensive or extensive;
> Indoor or outdoor based.
The choice of markeng terms to describe each system has to be eﬀecve primarily with consumers and
retailers, in a markeng context, while retaining the acceptance of producers. We recommend that all
labels should:
> Be brief and simple
> Diﬀerenate clearly between diﬀerent systems
> Give the consumer a clear indicaon of the type of husbandry system (a ‘mind’s eye’ image)
> Ideally, enable the consumer to make a judgment about the welfare potenal of the system and
encourage the consumer towards the higher-welfare systems.
To support labelling, consumers will need sources of detailed informaon on the criteria that each producon
system is based on providing transparency for those who want more detailed informaon. We suggest that
this informaon should be provided by retailers, trusted animal welfare organisaons and the European
Commission DG SANCO.
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THEROLEOFWELFAREOUTCOMEMEASURESANDANIMALWELFARE
REFERENCECENTRES
To ensure public trust in a labelling system, it is important that standards for producon systems are
scienﬁcally robust and compliance veriﬁed on farms by independent cerﬁed bodies. We suggest that
standards deﬁning each method of producon should be controlled by the proposed Community
Reference Centres.
We are enthusiasc about EU and other iniaves that would lead to scienﬁc welfare assessment by
outcome measures. Whilst ﬁeld applicaon of outcome measures on a large scale is sll in development,
suitable protocols will be available within ﬁve years for future use. In the more immediate future we would
like to see exisng outcome measures used to help ensure that the welfare potenal of various producon
systems proposed for labelling is being realised in pracce on farms covered by the labelling system.
To make progress, we suggest that immediate sampling of EU farms based on Welfare Quality® protocols
takes place to inform the choice of measures and level of aainment that should be required for the diﬀerent
categories of chicken and pig producon systems. A system of cerﬁcaon, inspecon and accreditaon
would be required to assure welfare outcomes on farms as well as independent and scienﬁc credibility
for the public.

THENEXTSTEPSTOACHIEVEEU-WIDELABELLING
The European Union has the opportunity to lead the world and achieve an eﬀecve, uniﬁed and
trustworthy labelling system by 2015, by taking the following steps:
During 2010–2011 we believe it would be possible to achieve the following
> polical agreement to mandatory labelling of animal-based food products according to their method
of producon
> use of Welfare Quality® protocols to assess a sample of EU farms as a basis for decisions about suitable
welfare outcome requirements; and
> market tesng of potenal labelling terms.
During 2011 agreement could be reached on the classiﬁcaon and tesng of farming systems in
diﬀerent countries.
In 2012, the EU could adopt and bring into force a new Markeng Regulaon for all animal-based food
products, with labelling provisions inially implemented only for fresh and frozen chickenmeat and
pigmeat sold at retail.
By 2015 at the latest, core outcome measures of welfare could be incorporated into the criteria for each
producon system.

iv
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INTRODUCTION
This report has been prepared by the Farm Animal Welfare Forum (FAWF) to propose to European policy
makers why it is both desirable and feasible to progressively introduce mandatory labelling of farm animal
products by method of producon starng in 2011.
The report sets out the case for acon and a realisc implementaon plan for achieving the goal that
European consumers want - informaon that tells them how their meat and dairy foods were produced and
enables them to make informed choices when purchasing.
We have issued this report in dra because we want to receive comments and contribuons from other
stakeholders across the EU before ﬁnalising our recommendaons.
The Farm Animal Welfare Forum’s aims for European farming are three-fold:
> conﬁdence for consumers about animal welfare and food quality
> a posive future for farmers based on high welfare, high quality and sustainability
> a substanal overall improvement in animal welfare standards.
Whilst we recognise the value of voluntary labelling, and wish it to connue, we argue that mandatory
labelling is the only way to ensure that all products oﬀered for sale are clearly labelled.
We believe that EU-wide mandatory labelling of all animal-derived foods according to method of producon
would be an important step towards achieving these three aims and could lead to major beneﬁts to consumers,
farmers and animals. We understand that the introducon of mandatory labelling must be approached in
full consultaon with all stakeholders and that implementaon must be staged and, where appropriate,
ﬂexible. We do believe, however, that the EU could have the fundamentals of such as system in place within
ﬁve years.
This need for labelling is already agreed in principle. In 2009 the European Commission’s report Opons
for animal welfare labelling and the establishment of a European Network of Reference Centres for the
protecon and welfare of animals opened a polical debate on how to achieve welfare labelling of
animal-based foods in a way that sasﬁes consumers, raises welfare standards and gives ‘EU farmers the
policy support they need to win the quality bale’ and ‘to be recompensed in return’.7
But consumers and farmers are sll waing for eﬀecve acon on labelling animal-derived food in ways
that give every consumer the informaon they need to make an informed choice when purchasing. In 2005
only 20% of EU25 cizens reported that they were able easily to idenfy animal welfare friendly producon
systems from exisng food labels ‘most of the me’. Fiy one percent were ‘very rarely’ or ‘never’ able to
do so.8
We recognise that only a proporon of consumers are interested in animal welfare, but we are acutely
aware that these are the very people who want to purchase higher welfare product. They are the people
who could expand this market if its products had labels that were transparent and trusted.
We also recognise that there is extensive evidence that consumer concern and awareness is growing and
that it is unlikely to diminish unl the EU takes concerted acon to implement a labelling scheme that
addresses peoples’ disquiet about the exisng opaque labelling requirements.
The EU marks itself out from much of the rest of the world agriculture in its commitment to providing its cizens
with transparent informaon about the provenance of food, including the welfare condions in which food
animals are kept. Animal welfare is an increasingly important policy area in European agriculture and over
the last decade it has become accepted that welfare labelling of meat, milk products and eggs has to be an
integral part of further progress. By 2010 the me has come for Europe to take decisive acon towards a
uniﬁed and transparent labelling scheme.
We believe this is an urgent task if Europe is to maintain its posion as a world leader and innovator in
seeking to improve standards of farmed animal welfare.
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1.0OURPROPOSALS
This report sets out our proposals for mandatory, clear and unambiguous labelling of all animal-derived
products according to method of producon. We argue that this is the simplest and the most eﬀecve way
to give consumers the informaon that research has demonstrated they want.
We would like to see the European Union take steps that will ulmately lead to:
> All fresh and frozen chicken and pigmeat sold through retail outlets across the EU labelled by
method of producon by 2015
> The establishment of 3 - 5 categories of livestock producon system
> Minimum criteria for each category of producon system for each livestock species being deﬁned by
EU law
> Labelling terms or descriptors being agreed for each producon system and species based on
consumer and market tesng
> The introducon of welfare outcome assessment to provide further informaon and evidence about
the welfare credenals of each category of producon system, within 5 years.

The advantages of our proposals are that:
> It would give consumers the informaon they most want to know - ‘how was this animal kept?’
> It would cover products derived from every producon system
> The informaon would be objecve and unambiguous
> The system is already known to be feasible and eﬀecve for retail shell eggs (mandatory) and free range
poultrymeat (voluntary use of ‘reserved’ markeng terms)
> It would protect both consumers and higher-welfare producers from unsubstanated or misleading
welfare claims on labels.

Why label by method of producon with outcome safeguards?
We are proposing labelling by method of producon because it gives consumers informaon on the
potenal for high welfare that the farming system oﬀers to the animals reared in it, when the system is
well-managed. Higher welfare potenal means a husbandry system that can provide for behavioural
freedom without compromising health and/or physical wellbeing.
The welfare potenal of a producon system covers those elements of the animal’s living environment
that would enable them to enjoy a good quality of life, including suﬃcient space and the environmental
resources to enable them to carry out natural behaviour. We recognise that the quality of management and
stockpeople plays a key role in determining how eﬀecve a parcular system is in delivering a high quality
of welfare. We propose that the labelling system should include, within 3 - 5 years from implementaon,
feasible outcome-measured safeguards of welfare in each producon system. Suitable assessment
protocols are currently being developed by several organisaons, including the EU’s Welfare Quality® project
and FAWF member organisaons Bristol University, the RSPCA (including its Freedom Food scheme) and
the Soil Associaon. 9, 10
An animal’s freedom of behaviour and the availability of space are of primary importance to consumers in
assessing animal welfare. Systemac studies show that Europe’s cizens tend to give importance to these
characteriscs of farming systems.11 SANCO’s online consultaon also found that respondents associated
the less intensive farming systems with beer animal welfare or animal protecon (Table 2.1).12
9
10
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Botreau R, Veissier I and Perny , 2009, Overall assessment of animal welfare: strategy adopted in Welfare Quality®, Animal Welfare 18:363-370
Main D C J et al., 2007, Formal animal-based welfare assessment in UK cerﬁcaon schemes, Animal Welfare 16:233-236; Project to promote
farm animal welfare, Veterinary Record 166: 507, 24 April 2010
Verbeke W, 2009, Stakeholder, cizen and consumer interests in farm animal welfare, Animal Welfare, 18:325-333
DG SANCO, November–December 2005, Response stascs for Community Acon Plan on Animal Welfare and Protecon: Welfare and
protecon of farmed animals.
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Table 2.1 European consumers’ priories for animal welfare 12
Characterisc of system

Rated ‘very important’ for animal welfare
(% respondents to SANCO consultaon, 2005)

Outdoor access

76.2

Natural light

76.2

Suﬃcient space to move around

84.4

Animals able to display natural behaviour
(wallowing, dust bathing)

75.1

Animals not subjected to mulaons

68.7

Consumer research studies under the Welfare Quality® project show that, across Europe (France, Italy,
Hungary, UK, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden), members of focus groups: 13
> had ‘a high level of engagement in issues concerning the welfare of farm animals’ and ‘the living condions
experienced by certain farm animals’
> believed there was ‘a strong connecon between food quality/safety and farm animal welfare’, and
connected factors such as the overuse of medicines, stress and inappropriate feed with a negave impact
on both welfare and food quality
> associated beer welfare with ‘diﬀerent farm environments’
> associated ‘factory farming’ with ‘very low levels of welfare’ and ‘alternave systems’ (such as organic,
free-range, small-scale or tradional) were ‘perceived to oﬀer higher levels of welfare.’
A 2010 IFOP poll in France found that 65% of people buying eggs take into account the producon system
(cage versus non-cage) when they make their choice, and for 37% of respondents the producon system
was a determining criterion.14 Similarly, 81% of respondents to a Brish survey on sustainable food agreed
with the statement, ‘I don’t like the idea of lots of animals being reared indoors’.15
Consumers are thus most concerned with the living environment of the animals and see diﬀerent
producon systems as oﬀering diﬀerent levels of animal welfare, typically associang more extensive
systems with beer welfare.
The addion of welfare outcome measures will make the method of producon labelling system more
eﬀecve in several ways. It will increase credibility for consumers by ensuring that labelling terms associated
with high welfare are only used when good welfare is indeed being achieved. It would also increase the
economic and management incenves for producers to maintain and raise welfare standards. We believe
that core outcome measures, such as the rate of hospitalisaon and euthanasia, rates of lameness for both
meat chickens and pigs and the rate of tail-docking and tail-bing in pigs, should be incorporated in the
legal criteria deﬁning each category of producon system.
Ideally, the welfare outcome measures would be included in the method of producon labelling scheme
from the outset. However, we do not wish to see the introducon of method of producon labelling
delayed unl all the work involved in implemenng outcome measures is completed. We suggest that the
Commission should proceed to adopt a new markeng Regulaon for livestock products in the near future,
and the welfare outcome measures should be incorporated as soon as possible aer the Regulaon has
come into force. This commitment to introducing the measures when they become available could be
included within the Regulaon from the outset.
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Why labelling should be mandatory
Voluntary welfare assurance schemes and labels will connue to ﬂourish in the marketplace, but mandatory
labelling is essenal to ensure that all products are covered and all producers have an incenve to priorise
animal welfare.
For a labelling system to be eﬀecve from the point of view of consumers, it needs to be both:
> universal: applying to all products of the same type; and
> harmonised: ensuring equivalence of standards across Europe.
A properly audited mandatory system is the only way to ensure that all products oﬀered to consumers are
labelled according to their method of producon and to ensure a harmonizaon of markeng terms and
standards. Under a mandatory system, consumers, producers and retailers will have conﬁdence that a
parcular markeng term has the equivalent legally deﬁned meaning throughout the EU.
A voluntary labelling system would not be universal. In pracce, voluntary labelling is applied predominantly
to higher-welfare, premium products. When method of producon labelling is voluntary, the lowest-cost
products do not generally carry informave labels about producon methods - in some cases, the labelling
can be misleading. Unlabelled products typically originate from the most intensive indoor livestock
producon systems oﬀering the lowest level of welfare potenal. These systems currently rear the majority
of Europe’s pigs and chickens.
We agree with the EU’s Feasibility Study that ‘Mandatory labelling provides most informaon to consumers,
whereas the eﬀects of voluntary labelling depend on the market shares of labelled products.’16 In pracce,
intensively mass-produced animal products would not be voluntarily labelled as such, and the main purpose
of the labelling scheme - transparent informaon for consumers - would be undermined.
The EU’s exisng egg labelling scheme, which superseded voluntary labelling, has shown that a mandatory
scheme is necessary to ensure that the lowest-welfare products are labelled as such. It has also demonstrated
that, when all - including the lowest-welfare - products are properly labelled, consumers are more likely to
choose not to buy those produced under higher welfare condions.

Why introducon should be staged
It is always possible to postpone new developments by arguing that they have not been perfected. However
the very act of introducing them leads to praccal experience and learning that produces improvements.
We therefore propose a consumer-focussed approach to labelling that will beneﬁt Europe’s food and farming
industry and which can be introduced progressively in stages. We propose that the ﬁrst steps should be
limited to priority animal species and to the products and outlets that are most visible to consumers.
Species
In the short term we suggest that the scheme should focus on pigs and chickens. We would also include
eggs used as ingredients (by simply expanding the exisng mandatory labelling scheme for whole eggs).
Once the system is well established we envisage it would be extended to a wider range of species.
Products and outlets
In the short term we suggest that the scheme should focus on fresh and frozen meat sold at retail and eggs
used as ingredients. Once established it should be extended to a wider range of products and outlets.
We believe that staged introducon for these products and distribuon points will have most impact on
consumers because.
> Pigmeat is the most-consumed meat in the EU, followed by poultry meat (predominantly chicken).
Supply for the whole of Europe in 2005 is recorded as 21.4 million tonnes of pigmeat and 10.7 million
tonnes of poultry meat, compared to 8.9 million tonnes of bovine meat and 1.4 million tonnes of sheep
and goat meat 17
> Labelling of pigmeat and chicken meat will have the most impact on buying decisions
> Pigs and chickens are the species most likely to be kept in barren, highly stocked indoor condions that
consumers perceive as ‘factory farms’ and wish to see improved
> Chicken and pig farming systems are the most readily categorised. These methods of producon can be
deﬁned unambiguously by known characteriscs
> Fresh and frozen meat at retail is the product that is most visible to the consumer. Retail sales constute
an important share of total usage, esmated at up to 60% for chicken meat18 and 45% for pigmeat. 19
16

17
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AgraCEAS Consulng et al., for Directorate General for Health and Consumer Protecon, 2009, Feasibility study on animal welfare labelling and
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2.0HOWTHEPROPOSALSWILLMEETCONSUMERS’EXPECTATIONS
There is substanal unmet public and consumer demand in Europe for:
> Beer welfare for farmed animals
> Greater transparency about the way the animal was reared, when purchasing food
> More assurance that the animal was reared in good or acceptable condions, when purchasing food.
In other contexts, such as Fair Trade or environmental sustainability, labels backed by standards are
acknowledged to be important tools to movate changes in consumpon, ethical choice and the policies
of producers. Similarly, the mandatory EU organic standard and logo (to be compulsory on packaged goods
from July 2010) is considered a success in simplifying, harmonising and expanding the retail market for
organic products.
The demand for beer labelling is demonstrated by the existence of successful voluntary schemes that are
seen by consumers to oﬀer a higher welfare potenal, including Label Rouge, Neuland, Freedom Food,
Thierry Schweitzer and the higher welfare own brands of several retail chains. In 2007 Label Rouge had a
33% market share in household purchases of chicken (and a 62% share in whole chicken) in France16 and in
2009 the Freedom Food label covered 20% of UK pig producon.20

2.1 Europe’s consumers want beer animal welfare
Meeng consumer demand for beer welfare is a recognised EU policy objecve. The Community Acon
Plan on the protecon and welfare of animals 2006 - 2010 established animal welfare as ‘a cornerstone of
Community policies’ and accepted that, ‘The mindset of consumers and producers has undergone a seismic
shi in recent years from merely prevenng cruelty and avoidable suﬀering to animals, and instead is
becoming focussed on promong their wellbeing and meeng their most important needs.’ 21
Data produced by EU surveys and by retailers, show that EU cizens rate the importance of animal welfare
highly, and are dissasﬁed with current animal welfare standards and with the available informaon on
food labels.
In the Eurobarometer surveys of 2005 - 2006, EU cizens rated the importance of farm animal welfare at 7.8
out of 10 and one third of respondents rated it as 10 out of 10.22 Laying hens, meat chickens and pigs were
considered the species where most welfare improvements needed to be made. The welfare of pigs was
rated as ‘bad’ (fairly bad or very bad) by 44% of respondents. Only 5% judged the welfare of pigs to be ‘very
good.’ In countries with intensive pig industries, such as the Netherlands, Denmark and Germany, 50 - 63%
judged pig welfare to be bad. The welfare of laying hens was rated as ‘bad’ by 58% (and those who had
visited a farm were 3 mes more likely to judge hen welfare negavely).8
The Eurobarometer report on Europeans, Agriculture and the Common Agricultural Policy published in
March 2010 noted that over half of EU cizens want more informaon on the two closely related issues of
the environmental eﬀects of farming and the welfare of farm animals.23 Only food safety and quality
generated a greater demand for informaon.
Numerous studies, including those funded by the EU’s Welfare Quality® project, have shown that consumers
idenfy high quality, food safety and healthy food with high animal welfare. In turn, high animal welfare is
idenﬁed with extensive and free range systems and with ‘natural’ systems of feeding and husbandry.
Consumers idenfy intensive systems with ‘factory farming’ and with low animal welfare, and also with
lower standards of food safety and higher disease risks. Currently, much of the animal-based food sold in
the EU is produced in condions which, although legal, are far from conforming to what most EU cizens
would consider high animal welfare. Typically, there is no informaon about these condions on the
product label.
The 44,500 responses to a public online consultaon by DG SANCO in December 2005, albeit self-selected,
showed a very high level of concern about farm animal welfare. A large majority (82.3%) rated farm animal
welfare in the EU as between moderate and very poor. Welfare was rated ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’ for broilers,

20
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laying hens and pigs by 78.4%, 76.6% and 71.7% of respondents respecvely and 78.4% believed ‘certainly’
that more needed to be done to improve farm animal welfare in the EU.12 In 2007, respondents to a survey
by Ghent University rated the welfare of laying hens, broilers and pigs as all below ‘neutral’ - scores of less
than 3.5 in a range from 1 (very bad) to 7 (very good).11
European consumers believe that farmers have a responsibility to ensure the welfare of their animals. In the
2010 published Eurobarometer survey, EU cizens ranked this responsibility joint 4th in importance (with
the provision of safe and healthy food as 1st responsibility). In Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden
and the UK, respondents ranked this responsibility second only to the provision of safe and healthy food.23
Retailers’ surveys also show a high and increasing concern with animal welfare as a priority in food
producon. In 2004 a survey of 29,000 consumers for the UK’s Co-operave Group on ethical atudes to food
revealed that:
> 60% of respondents were more concerned about ethical issues such as human rights, animal welfare,
food integrity and the environment than they had been 10 years previously
> 71% considered it ‘very important’ that retailers should buy humanely-reared meat (up 7% from 10
years previously)
> Humane rearing was one of the top 3 priories of 51% of respondents, and for 21% it was their top priority24
In 2009 surveys of consumers by the industry group IGD found that 46% (and 58% of ‘AB’ shoppers)
menoned concerns about farm animal living condions, the second most menoned concern about food
producon, compared to 38% in 200825 and 37% in 2007.26 Only 35% had conﬁdence in standards of animal
living condions, and only 28% had conﬁdence in humane methods of slaughter.27
Research from Mintel in the UK found that animal welfare was the number one food-related concern for
consumers. 40% of those taking part in the research said that they are worried about the issue, making it
more important to them than country of origin (37%) and the use of addives and preservaves (36%).28

2.2 Europe’s consumers want beer labelling
Consumer demand for beer labelling of products in relaon to animal welfare has driven the
Commission’s iniaves since 2006. As menoned above, only a minority of EU cizens ﬁnd it easy to
idenfy welfare-friendly rearing systems from labels. In DG SANCO’s online consultaon in 2005, 87.6%
of respondents thought that food retailers did not provide enough informaon on the animal welfare
condions the animals were reared under and 89.2% wanted food products labelled more clearly with this
informaon.12 In 2004, 96% of Brish consumers believed that labels should give ‘full informaon’ on
ethical issues such as animal welfare and environmental sustainability (up 54% on a decade earlier) and
90% believed that misleading labels should be banned (up 56% on a decade earlier).24
All the evidence is that consumers aspire to buy food raised to higher welfare standards, but that they
lack informaon or are confused about the meaning, status and comparability of diﬀerent welfare claims
on labels. A recent study by Consumer Focus of ‘Green’ labelling has concluded that the essenal
aributes of labels that achieve consumer conﬁdence are Clarity, Credibility and Comparability - currently
not always achieved.29

2.3 Consumers link animal welfare to other aributes
Recent research under the Welfare Quality® project found that concern for farm animal welfare as a whole
stretches across Europe and across diﬀerent social groups. The condions of poultry caused most concern,
followed by pigs and cale.30
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Co-operave Group, 2004, Shopping with Atude
Padbury G, 15 January 2009, IGD news release, Animal welfare aﬀecng shopper choices
IGD, March 2007, Consumer atudes to animal welfare: a report for Freedom Food
IGD, March 2007, Consumer atudes to animal welfare: a report for Freedom Food
Mintel (2010) Food for thought, report April 2010
Yates L (2010) Green Expectaons: consumers’ understanding of green claims in adversing. Consumer Focus
Kjærns U, Miele M and Roek J Eds (2007), Atudes of consumers, retailers and producers to farm animal welfare, Welfare Quality Report no 2,
University of Cardiﬀ
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For consumers, the issue of farm animal welfare is muldimensional and complex and is generally
associated with three principal concerns: the ﬁrst for product quality and food safety31; the second for
ethical treatment of farm animals; and the third for a sense of naturalism in both farm animal lives and the
farm environment.32
Across Europe, good animal welfare is highly associated in the public’s mind with beer animal health,
food safety, food taste and more healthy food;22, 12 ‘if it’s beer for the animal, then it’s beer for you’.27
Growing numbers of consumers are no longer looking simply for the lowest price, but for the best value for
money in terms of the balance they can achieve between product quality, including taste, and what they are
willing to spend.33 Animal welfare has become part of that ‘best value’ and therefore an integral part of the
percepon of food quality and food ethics.
Studies in France, Denmark, Sweden and the UK of consumer atudes to the taste and appearance of pork
from indoor and outdoor systems found that people associate outdoor rearing with beer eang quality.
The consumers were more appreciave of the meat reared outdoors rather than indoors and were willing
to pay more for it, although the researchers themselves believed there was no diﬀerence in the taste.34
In Italy, consumer research showed that people expected a product to taste beer when they had been
informed that the animal welfare was high. Even for less aracve products, people were willing to pay
more if they were told the animal welfare was good. Thus ‘informaon about animal welfare, if given to
the consumers, can be a major determinant of consumer WTP [willingness to pay] for animal-based food
products’, especially when combined with good eang quality.35
Consumer ethical concerns for animal welfare are closely associated with issues of trust. There have been
many gains over the last decade or so in animal welfare legislaon in most European countries and at the
EU level. But consumers remain confused by the varied and oen inconsistent messages they receive
regarding standards of welfare and are uncertain of the extent of regulatory control. The consumer research
undertaken for the Welfare Quality® project, for example, showed that consumers across Europe found it
diﬃcult to ﬁnd coherent and consistent informaon on welfare at the point of purchase. Many would
therefore associate higher animal welfare standards with recognised food assurance labels, whether
correctly or not.
Consumers also associate animal welfare with nature through issues of environmental quality, landscape
and natural animal behaviour. It is important not to underesmate the emove and aﬀecve links that
consumers make between ‘natural’ lives, natural environments, farm animal welfare and food quality, which
may have more weight in inﬂuencing their purchasing decisions than certain types of convenonal scienﬁc
evidence. Good welfare is associated with natural behaviour, a good natural environment and also with
environmental sustainability.
In France, the Agriculture Ministry’s CREDOC Baromètre for 2009 on public percepons of food and food
policy found that over 67% of respondents stated willingness to pay more for a product guaranteed to
respect the environment and animal welfare (up 4 percentage points from 2008). Respondents placed
respect for the environment and animal welfare third in importance, closely following taste (68.7%) and
health beneﬁts (68.4%) of the product.36
Similarly, recent consumer research in the UK found that ‘animal welfare’ and ‘free range’ came second
and third in consumers’ esmaon of important food issues, just aer ‘healthy’ and before several other
important consumer issues such as carbon footprint, low packaging and fair trade.37 A University of
Nongham survey of Brish consumer atudes to the environmental sustainability of food also found that
the desire for high standards of animal welfare was coupled with the desire for ‘responsibly produced’ food,
no added chemicals, less packaging, and a ‘quality product’.15
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Reviewing changes at the start of 2009, the industry body IGD pointed out that the ‘stronger [consumer]
focus on standards of animal welfare demonstrates that consumers have become much more engaged
with their food as ethical values have become deeply embedded in their purchasing decisions,’ oﬀering
opportunies for producers with world-leading animal welfare standards.25
Research undertaken for the Welfare Quality® project shows that demand for food produced to higher
welfare standards is strong across Europe but that this demand is oen ‘bundled together’ with other
ethical concerns or quality indicators in labelling and assurance schemes operated by retailers, manufacturers
and other actors. A lack of clear informaon to consumers about which producon systems were used to
rear the animal producing the food products, as well as about the welfare potenal of those producon
systems, remain signiﬁcant barriers to consumer purchase of higher welfare products.

3.0HOWTHEPROPOSEDLABELLINGSYSTEMWILLFURTHEREUROPE’SGOALS
Our proposal oﬀers a manageable and achievable route towards important European goals for food,
agriculture and animal welfare:
> Meeng consumer demand for transparent and trustworthy informaon on which to base food
purchasing decisions
> Expanded opportunies for farmers and retailers to beneﬁt from high quality producon
> A measurable improvement in standards of animal welfare in the EU.

3.1 Increasing transparency and impact
Mandatory labelling would create the maximum transparency about the provenance of animal-based foods
and the welfare of the animals that produced them. The EU’s Feasibility study on animal welfare labelling
(2009) accepts that a mandatory labelling system has a greater power to drive up animal welfare standards
than does a voluntary labelling system, because of the increased eﬀect on consumer awareness. This is
because it ‘provides most informaon to consumers, and leads to the highest pressure on producers to
improve animal welfare.’16 FAWF believes that this approach is the way to achieve the ‘Holy Grail’16 of
higher standards in conjuncon with high market penetraon.
Socioeconomic research funded by the EU’s Welfare Quality® project found signiﬁcant growth in the market
sector of consumers ‘wanng to know more’, whereas ‘the market for those that do not want to know is
stac.’38 Indeed, consumers who are currently ‘disengaged’ may rapidly become engaged when they learn
of some farming pracce, such as mulaons, that they were previously unaware of and may consider inhumane.

3.2 Expanding the market for higher welfare products
There are several exisng trends suggesng that universal labelling would lead to a larger market for higher
welfare food products, moving animal welfare well beyond a niche aribute.
Signiﬁcant trends include:
> Ethical consumerism: people increasingly choose or boyco products on the grounds of their
ethical acceptability
> Raising animal welfare standards: consumers aim to improve overall welfare standards by their individual
purchasing decisions
> Percepons of food quality: animal welfare and extensive producon systems are associated in
consumers’ minds with food quality, food safety and health
> Retailer branding: animal welfare is increasingly seen by the major retailers as an essenal part of their
overall oﬀer of quality food and their Corporate Responsibility policies, and of high concern to consumers
> Supply chain management: retailers and food manufacturers are increasingly managing a larger proporon
of their supply chains, from farm right through to shelf, thus enabling transparency, assurance and
standards to be consistently employed.
38

Roe E and Higgin M, 2008, UK meat and dairy retail distribuon and supply networks: a study of the current and potenal market for
welfare-friendly foodstuﬀs
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Hard evidence for these trends comes from the following sources:
> In EU surveys, 74% of respondents believed that buying animal welfare friendly products would either
‘certainly’ or ‘probably’ have a posive impact on the welfare or protecon of farm animals 8, 39
> In 2005, 57% of the EU-25 public said that they would be willing to pay a price premium for eggs from
welfare friendly systems and, not surprisingly, those who were more concerned about current standards
of hen welfare were more likely to be willing to pay the highest premium 8
> Among French consumers surveyed by IFOP in February 2010, 75% stated they would be willing to pay
more for eggs produced in non-cage systems.14
> Among Brish consumers surveyed by the IGD industry group in 2010, a me when many areas of
discreonary spending have seen reducons, 31% stated that they were prepared to pay more for free
range products and 18% reported that they had speciﬁcally purchased products with higher welfare
standards within the last month (compared to 11% in 2007) 40
> Over 2008, several retailers in the UK increased their sales of higher-welfare chickens by up to and well
over 100%.41, 42 ,18 Over the year to March 2010, the value of retailers’ sales of Freedom Food-labelled
chicken meat increased 4.4-fold 43
> Sales of free range sales have increased dramacally over me despite their high price diﬀerenal with
baery eggs (see later in report for details)
> In a UK survey by the Co-operave Bank, 1 in 2 adults claimed to have purchased a product primarily on
ethical grounds during 2009, compared to 1 in 4 in 1999.44
Animal welfare is now a recognised aspect of internaonal standards for the social responsibility of
companies and other organisaons, as expressed in the ISO 26000 Guidance. The Guidance recommends
that organisaons consider adopng animal welfare pracces deﬁned in leading standards and
cerﬁcaon schemes and notes that ‘the concept of sustainable consumpon encompasses a concern
for animal welfare’.45
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CaseStudy
ConsumerresponsetoinformationonmeatchickenproductionmethodsintheUK
The retail market share of higher welfare chicken (both indoor and free range) has increased from only
1 - 2% to 15 -20% over the last decade in the UK.18 The major reason for the increased sales of
higher-welfare chicken was consumer response to informaon about chicken producon.
In early 2008, a series of UK prime-me television programmes compared the rearing condions of
fast-growing intensively kept broiler chickens and those in other systems making clear the health and
welfare advantages of free range or more extensive indoor systems. A celebrity TV chef campaigned
vigorously for consumers to switch to higher welfare chicken. A naonal TV staon requested details
from the major retailers of the breed, age of slaughter/growth rate and stocking density used for their
diﬀerent chicken brands, and posted these on its website.46
The result of this graphic reporng and educaon campaign was an immediate burst of consumer
demand for free-range or higher-welfare chickens, with a G2 Data Dynamics survey suggesng that
38% of consumers had switched to free-range chicken over a few weeks.47 While this huge rate of
change was perhaps not surprisingly not sustained, the growth in higher-welfare fresh chicken sales
has connued, parcularly for chickens produced indoors in more extensive condions but cosng less
than free range chickens. The value of sales of fresh chickenmeat from indoor higher welfare systems
increased by over £71 million or 38% in the year to February 2010, whereas the value of sales of standard
intensively produced fresh chicken increased by only 3% over the same period with a reduced market
share.48 Consumer choices are thus raising welfare standards in the industry.
The IGD in 2009 noted that ‘the eﬀects of these [TV programmes] connued to reverberate throughout
the year’ in focus groups and 20% of shoppers menoned animal welfare as a driver of product choice,
compared to 13% the previous year.25
Intensively produced chicken, however, is not labelled with informaon about the producon system.
It is likely that we would have seen an even greater and more sustained eﬀect on consumer choice and
welfare standards if the TV informaon had been linked to unambiguous labelling of all fresh and
frozen chicken meat.

3.3 Markeng with method of producon labels
Retailers are already highly involved with consumers and animal protecon organisaons in society’s debate
on farm animal welfare. Some have already chosen to sell only higher-welfare products, for example, no
eggs from caged hens or no pigmeat or chicken meat produced intensively indoors, while others sell a range
of brands covering the spectrum of welfare potenal. Method of producon labelling would not change or
restrict retailers’ freedom to choose what to sell. It would mean that all products had to be idenﬁed as
being produced under one of a number of legally deﬁned producon systems.
Retailers need to be involved in discussions to facilitate the markeng of products bearing method of
producon labelling. Each retailer would be free to choose whether and how to promote which category of
producon system, as they have already done under the mandatory egg labelling rules (Secon 4.1 below).
Retailers may want to pursue a dual strategy of educang their consumers and encouraging them to move
up the quality chain to higher welfare products, while respecng the decisions of those consumers who
wish to connue buying their retailer’s lowest-cost brands. Addional sources of informaon and
movaon could include the following:
>
>
>
>
>

For online shopping, product informaon could include the producon system
In-store leaﬂets detailing producon system for each brand
In-store screens, perhaps including video footage of higher welfare systems
Well-signposted web pages describing producon systems in depth
A photograph on the pack of a typical example of the producon system being described

> Cooperaon with trusted animal welfare organisaons in publicising progress and highlighng the welfare
beneﬁts of parcular brands.
46
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The EU’s Feasibility Study and impact assessment concluded that the net impact of labelling on the income
of producers and operators would be neutral on average, although there might be cerﬁcaon and labelling
costs. The study concluded that producers’ incomes would beneﬁt if consumers moved to higher welfare
products but that consumers would face higher prices only if they chose to do so, by buying higher-welfare
products.16 For retailers, we agree with the IGD that the growing public interest in animal welfare provides
‘an excellent opportunity to diﬀerenate and gain more shopper loyalty.’25 We would also maintain that
improvements in welfare are not always and inevitably associated with higher producon costs overall.
Beneﬁts such as reduced mortality, fewer health problems and/or improved carcass quality can help to
oﬀset any addional costs of adopng a higher welfare system.49

CaseStudy
TheEU’sorganicstandardsandlabellingsystem
The 2009 Feasibility Study on labelling cites the introducon of the EU organic standard and label as a
major contribuon to the expansion of the organic market in the EU. Legal standards and cerﬁcaon
acted to achieve this in a number of ways, including:16
> ‘Harmonising’ private labels
> Giving retailers a wider range of equivalent suppliers
> Assuring consistency of standards to consumers
> Providing EU funding for consumer informaon campaigns
> Allowing ‘a “(somewhat) lower standard, mass market” segment addressing occasional buyers with a

limited willingness to pay and “higher standard, niche market” segments addressing the tradional
intensive buyers of organic products’.

According to the study, the result was to allow organic products to leave ‘the niche market of frequent
users they were formerly trapped in and to enter new mass-market segments’, and move to ‘a “broad
market change” strategy that addresses modern retail and low-involvement occasional buyers.’16
We believe that mandatory labelling of all (non-organic) products by method of producon would
engage consumers less commied to animal welfare in a similar way and expand the market for higher
welfare products.

49
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3.4 Compliance with WTO free trade rules
EU-wide mandatory labelling would be introduced in response to demand from EU cizens for greater
transparency on standards of animal welfare used to produce the food that they buy.
The EU’s Feasibility study comments that, because the WTO has not yet explicitly recognised animal welfare
as a public concern, ‘it is not possible to predict whether a possible mandatory animal welfare labelling
scheme could successfully be challenged and, thus, become incompable with WTO law.’ 16 We believe
that, while the requirements of WTO law need to be taken fully into account, they should not be seen as a
barrier to the EU introducing mandatory method of producon labelling for animal-based food.
The European Commission has accepted that mandatory labelling is generally a less trade-restricve
method than other types of regulaon providing certain obligaons are fulﬁlled to prevent it being used in
any form of arbitrary or unjusﬁable discriminaon.50 The EU’s mandatory labelling scheme for eggs has
been noﬁed to the WTO’s Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Commiee and has not been challenged by any
other WTO member.
The TBT Agreement recognises that governments may set labelling schemes with technical requirements to
meet ‘legimate goals’, which include measures to protect animal life or health or the environment. Although
the TBT Agreement does not speciﬁcally menon animal welfare, it could be taken as a legimate goal.
According to the legal opinion obtained by the RSPCA, mandatory labelling, with appropriate safeguards to
trade, would be compable with WTO rules.51 Labelling schemes should be veriﬁable, clear and audited.
Eﬀorts should be made to involve stakeholders from other countries to avoid problems of discriminaon
and in parcular the Commission should include technology transfer opons and assistance in parcular to
developing countries.
The World Organisaon for Animal Health (OIE) Terrestrial Animal Health Code, adopted by delegates from
all 175 OIE member countries, now includes recommendaons for animal welfare. This shows that detailed
global welfare standards can be agreed mullaterally.
For fairness and eﬀecveness, the same system of labelling would need to be applied to food imported
from non-EU countries (this is already the case for EU organic standards 52). The Eurobarometer surveys
found that 89% of cizens wanted the EU’s animal welfare standards to apply to products imported from
non-EU countries.22
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4.0METHODOFPRODUCTIONLABELLINGINPRACTICE
Labelling by method of producon has already proved successful in Europe: in the labelling of eggs
(mandatory) and higher welfare poultrymeat (on a voluntary basis). Egg and poultrymeat labelling has
provided consumers with the informaon to allow them to diﬀerenate between products on the basis of
animal welfare. It has also protected farmers who operate higher welfare systems, such as free range, by
aaching legal condions to the use of ‘reserved terms’ used in markeng labels.

4.1 The EU egg labelling scheme: a success story
Egg labelling by method of producon started as a voluntary, retailer-led iniave, in response to consumer
demand and resulng from widespread consumer disapproval of baery cages for laying hens. In 1995 the
Co-operave Group supermarket in the UK ﬁrst labelled shell eggs from hens kept in baery cages as
‘Intensively produced’ because it was seen to be ‘in the consumer’s interest’ to know. Technically this was
illegal at the me, but it contributed to a change in the law, allowing intensive baery eggs to be labelled
‘Eggs from caged hens’, and other retailers also adopted this voluntary labelling.53
Mandatory labelling was introduced aer voluntary labelling failed to provide consumers with clear and
transparent informaon on all eggs, because unlabelled eggs from baery cages connued to be sold in
some outlets. Use of terms such as ‘farm’ or ‘country’ eggs further served to confuse consumers. Since
2004 the labelling of shell eggs according to producon method has been mandatory (currently regulated
under Council Regulaon (EC) 1234/2007 and Commission Regulaon 589/2008).
The main features of the egg labelling scheme are that: 16
> Retail packs of eggs ‘bear on the outer surface in easily visible and clearly legible type the farming
method’ (the farming method code number is also stamped on each egg)
> The farming method must be described as either: ‘Free range eggs’, ‘Barn eggs’, ‘Eggs from caged hens’
(as set out in the Regulaon in the appropriate European languages) or ‘Organic’. There is an opon for
eggs from hens kept in ‘enriched [furnished] cages’ to be labelled as such but only in addion to the ‘Eggs
from caged hens’ label
> The farming method described must conform to the criteria set out in the Direcve on laying hens
(1999/74/EC), for cage systems, barn systems and for free range systems, for which the range area per
hen is also set out in the Regulaon (EC 589/2008). Organic eggs must be from systems that conform to
EU standards for organic producon
> Member States appoint inspecon services to check compliance with the Regulaon, including random,
unannounced sampling. (For example, inspecon is carried out by local authories’ Trading Standards
Departments and oﬃcial DEFRA agencies in the UK)
> The farming method criteria describe minimum standards and producers may go beyond this if they wish
(for example in the UK’s Lion Code, an independent voluntary farm assurance scheme)
> The views of stakeholders - including producer organisaons and animal welfare organisaons - were
considered in the draing of the legislaon.
The EU’s Feasibility Study on labelling noted that the mandatory egg labelling regulaons have proved ‘a
successful animal welfare labelling scheme as since its applicaon a switch in demand for more animal
welfare friendly eggs has been observed in the EU, signiﬁcantly in some Member States.’16 There remain
problems of compliance in some EU countries but, as a result of consumers’ choices, the proporon of
laying hens kept in non-cage systems doubled, tripled or more in several EU countries between 2003 and
2007.54 In the UK, where retail egg packs are clearly labelled, 52.6% of retail sales of shell eggs in the 12
months to March 2010 were from non-caged (mainly free range) hens, compared with 47.3% the previous
year.45 This is despite a signiﬁcant price diﬀerenal between cage and free range eggs.
The exisng mandatory egg labelling scheme has thus been a success in a number of ways:
>
>
>
>
53
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Labels have been understood by consumers
The system has wide acceptance
The market share of eggs from higher-welfare systems has increased
The proporon of the EU’s hens kept in higher welfare systems has increased.
Co-operave Group, Animal welfare achievements, 1995 - Egg labelling hp://www.co-operave.coop/food/ethics/Animal-welfare/
Our-achievements/
Lymbery P, Stevenson P and Lambert L, September 25 2009, Brieﬁng on animal welfare labelling, FAWF
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We believe that the exisng well-accepted EU rules on egg labelling point the way forward for the eventual
labelling of all livestock products. Council Regulaon 5/2001 on markeng standards for eggs, that iniated
the mandatory system, explained that ‘clear and unambiguous compulsory labelling is the only way of
ensuring that the consumer is able to make an informed choice between the various classes of egg on the
basis of the farming method.’ We believe that the success of mandatory labelling of shell (whole) eggs
should now result in the requirement being extended to cover products containing eggs as ingredients.

4.2 Exisng poultrymeat labelling rules in the EU
Under Council Regulaon (EC) 1234/2007 and Commission Regulaon 543/2008, there are speciﬁc terms
(‘reserved terms’) for the labelling of higher welfare poultrymeat by method of producon. These are:
‘extensive indoor/barn-reared’; ‘free range’; ‘tradional free range’; and ‘free range - total freedom’ (as set
out in the appropriate language in the Regulaons). If the producer or retailer chooses to use any of these
terms for markeng on labels, the system must conform to legally-deﬁned minimum producon criteria.
Table 4.1 sets out the Regulaon’s criteria as apply to meat chickens (broilers).
Crucially, the voluntary poultrymeat labelling regime does not cover the intensive indoor producon which
accounts for the large majority of all poultry reared in the EU (esmated at 80-90% in the UK, for example).
This omission reduces transparency for consumers and does nothing to encourage producers to move to
higher welfare systems.

Table 4.1 Exisng EU rules for voluntary labelling of higher welfare chickenmeat
(Commission Regulaon (EC) 543/2008)
‘Reserved’
markeng term

Minimum slaughter Indoor
age and growth rate stocking density

Number of
birds in shed

‘extensive indoor/ 56 days
barn reared’

12 birds or
max. 25 kg/m2

Not limited

‘Free range’

56 days

13 birds or
max. 27.5 kg/m2

Not limited

‘Tradional
free range’ [1]

81 days and slow
growing strain

‘Free range
total freedom’

As ‘tradional free
range’

Range
stocking density

Outdoor
access
No outdoor access

1m2 per bird

Connuous dayme
access for at least
half lifeme to
open-air runs
mainly covered
by vegetaon

max. 12 birds or 4,800
max. 20 kg/m2) [1]

2m2 per bird

As ‘free range’,
from 6 weeks old

As ‘tradional
free range’

Unlimited range
(no fences)

As ‘tradional
free range’

As ‘tradional
free range’

[1] The Label Rouge meat chicken is an example where the birds are slaughtered from 81 to 110 days old and have a maximum of
11 birds per m2 in their shed.55 In ‘Tradional Free Range’ and ‘Free range total freedom’ producon, a higher indoor stocking
density is permied if small mobile sheds are used which remain open at night. Organic chicken producon includes requirements
comparable to those in the ‘Tradional Free Range’ and ‘Free Range Total Freedom’ categories.56

We recognise that the Regulaon’s exisng criteria for poultrymeat producon systems may not cover
suﬃciently well all higher-welfare chicken producon systems in Europe. These include several retailers’
own brands of aﬀordable higher-welfare indoor-produced chickens. For a mandatory system, workable and
economically viable criteria would need to be agreed upon in consultaon with producers and retailers. But
we believe that the principle of the poultrymeat markeng Regulaon is sound and that it has worked well
in protecng the integrity of the labelling term ‘free range’, to the advantage of both producers and consumers.

4.3 Classiﬁcaon of producon systems for other livestock products
It would be feasible to classify all livestock producon systems in a similar way to the examples of the
exisng egg and poultry markeng regulaons discussed in Secons 4.1 and 4.2, into a small number of
categories for each species. We see the essenal diﬀerenaon between producon systems as including
environment, management and genecs and we believe that all livestock producon systems can be
classiﬁed objecvely, even if very broadly, according to whether they are:
> Intensive or extensive
> Indoor or outdoor based.
55
56

Syndicat Naonal des Labels Avicole de France, 2008, Label Rouge poultry, hp://synalaf.com
Soil Associaon Organic Standards. Revision 15, 2005
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We propose that the EU take steps to classify all producon systems for livestock rearing in some similar
or analogous manner, as the basis for method of producon labelling. These categories could then be
communicated to consumers through a set of agreed labelling terms that had been shown to work in the
retail and consumer context.

CaseStudy
LabellingofpigmeatintheUK
There are no exisng EU regulaons for labelling pigmeat. Much of European pig producon is intensive,
but not labelled as such. Retailers have their own brands of ‘free range’, ‘outdoor bred’ or ‘outdoor
reared’ pigmeat, backed by their own standards and auding systems. But in the absence of regulaon,
these labelling terms have no legal basis, reducing transparency for consumers.
There is evidence that many producers would welcome harmonisaon of the use of these terms across
Europe and we believe that pigmeat should be a priority for method of producon labelling. In the UK,
a voluntary Code of Pracce for labelling higher-welfare pigmeat was agreed by pig producers, all the
major food retailers, consumers, food services companies and government in April 2010. This iniave
was led by the industry body BPEX and included an animal welfare NGO. It provides a useful case study
showing how the food and farming industry is able to agree and adopt well-deﬁned labelling terms
relang to method of producon.57
The Code includes deﬁnions of the method of producon labelling terms - ‘free range’, ‘outdoor bred’
and ‘outdoor reared’, which include the broad criteria set out in Table 4.2. While currently voluntary,
the criteria for these labelling terms relang to producon systems could be made mandatory by law.

Table 4.2 Criteria for producon systems and markeng terms under the UK’s
voluntary pigmeat labelling scheme 58
‘Outdoor bred’ [1]

‘Outdoor reared’

‘Free range’

> Pigs are born outside and remain

> Pigs are born outside and reared

> Pigs are born outside and live

outside in ﬁelds unl weaning,
then reared indoors

outside in ﬁelds for half their
lifemes, then ﬁnished indoors

> Sows live outside in ﬁelds during

> Sows live outside in ﬁelds during

their enre breeding lives
> Label includes informaon about

the housing of pigs aer weaning
(e.g. in straw barns)

their enre breeding lives
> Label includes informaon about

outside in ﬁelds for their
enre lifemes
> Breeding sows live outside in

ﬁelds during their enre
breeding lives

the housing of pigs during
ﬁnishing (e.g. in straw barns)

[1] Note: all these outdoor systems also provide the pigs with appropriate shelter in the ﬁelds

Addional requirements agreed in the scheme include: 58
> Detailed criteria, such as minimum space allowances, for each producon system. These details are

available to consumers through the Code of Pracce website (www.porkprovenance.co.uk)
> The label should provide informaon as to whether the pigs spend part of their lives indoors
> Imported pigmeat is required to meet the same criteria, if retailers choose to label it using the terms

‘outdoor bred’, ‘outdoor reared’ or ‘free range’
> Compliance with the criteria for the labelling terms is assured through a combinaon of retailers’

assurance schemes and producers’ farm assurance schemes.
As yet, the voluntary scheme applies only to higher-welfare pigmeat producon systems. It does not yet
cover the intensive indoor producon that accounts for the majority of pigmeat consumed in the UK and
elsewhere in Europe. However, it demonstrates that comprehensive labelling of pigmeat by method of
producon is enrely feasible.
57

58
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RSPCA, February 23 2010, news release, Shoppers no longer need to be pig ignorant about pork; Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Aﬀairs (Defra) 23 February 2010, Code brings clarity to country of origin
BPEX (2010) Code of Pracce for the labelling of pork and pork products, February 2010
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4.4 Markeng terms for labelling livestock products
The choice of markeng terms to describe each system has to be eﬀecve primarily with consumers and
retailers, in a markeng context, while retaining the acceptance of producers. All labels should:
> Be brief and simple
> Diﬀerenate clearly between diﬀerent systems
> Give the consumer a clear indicaon of the type of husbandry system (a ‘mind’s eye’ image)
> Ideally, enable the consumer to make a judgment about the welfare potenal of the system and

encourage the consumer towards the higher-welfare systems.
While it is essenal that the labelling term should be brief, consumers need a source of detailed
informaon on the criteria that each producon system is based on, if they want it. We suggest that this
informaon should be provided by retailers, trusted animal welfare organisaons and the European
Commission DG SANCO. This might also be one of the funcons of the proposed Community Reference
Centres for animal welfare.
As we have proposed that the classiﬁcaon of systems should be on the basis of objecve criteria
(intensive/extensive, indoor/outdoor), it is preferable for markeng terms to reﬂect these criteria rather
than implying an element of evaluaon in the term. For example, terms such as ‘standard’ and
‘convenonal’ do not inform the consumer about the husbandry condions, but instead suggest that the
system is ‘normal’ (‘regular’) and hence, potenally, acceptable.
We recommend that a range of possible markeng terms for chickenmeat and pigmeat be subjected to
consumer and market tesng across all European countries at the earliest opportunity.
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5.0THEROLEOFCOMMUNITYREFERENCECENTRESANDWELFARE
OUTCOMEMEASURES
To ensure public trust in a labelled system it is important that animal welfare standards are scienﬁcally
robust and compliance veriﬁed on farms. We suggest that standards deﬁning each method of producon
should be controlled by the proposed Community Reference Centres.59 As with organic schemes compliance
should be veriﬁed by independent cerﬁcaon bodies accredited to the EN 45011 requirements.
We are enthusiasc about EU iniaves that would lead to scienﬁc welfare assessment by outcome
measures. These iniaves include the welfare assessment protocols developed throught the Welfare
Quality® project60 and the proposed Comunity Reference Centre or network for animal welfare.61 We look
forward to a future where welfare assessment aginst high legal animal welfare standards will be roune
pracce for every animal reared for food in Europe and, in the longer term, worldwide.
The science of welfare outcome assessment is already in place from work in the EU’s Welfare Quality®
project and the experience of organisaons that are already incorporang some outcome measures into
assurance schemes; for example, in Britain this is being invesgated by the University of Bristol, the RSPCA
and the Soil Associaon.10 While the ﬁeld applicaon of outcome measures on a large scale is sll in
development, suitable protocols will be available within 5 years. In future, automated systems could provide
more reliable data than today’s inspecon regimes.
In the more immediate future, we would like to see outcome measures used to provide assurance that the
welfare potenal of the various producon systems proposed for labelling is being realised in pracce on
each farm covered by the labelling scheme. These would ensure that management and stockpeople’s
competency in each farm were adequate to achieve the welfare potenal of the system. Thus, for example,
the products of a free range farm would not be permied to use a ‘free range’ label if the potenal of that
system was not being realised and the farm’s welfare outcomes were in fact poor.
We note that exisng farm assurance schemes for chickens already use some simple outcome measures,
by specifying the expected maximum mortality rate and on the percentage prevalence of hockburn.62
The extent of tail-docking and tail-bing in pigs is another key indicator of whether the animals have an
environment that provides for their behavioural, physical and social needs and is well-managed.
To make progress, we suggest that sampling of EU farms based on the exisng Welfare Quality® protocols
could be carried out immediately. The results should be used to inform the choice of measures and the level
of aainment that should be required for the diﬀerent categories of chicken and pig producon systems.
We also believe that the Community Reference Centres should have ownership of the welfare outcome
standards, to assure independence and scienﬁc credibility for the public.
For the same reason, a system of cerﬁcaon, inspecon and accreditaon, similar to that required by the
EU Regulaon (EC 834/2007) on organic producon and labelling of organic products, will be necessary to
assure the welfare outcomes on farms. Under the organic Regulaon, member states designate public
administrave authories (‘control authories’) and/or approved private bodies (‘control bodies’) to carry
out cerﬁcaon, annual inspecons and reporng. Private control bodies are required to be accredited to
ISO 65 or EN45011 and these requirements apply equally to imported organic products.52 To minimise
costs and avoid duplicaon of funcons, the welfare outcomes audit could be carried out by the producer’s
exisng farm quality assurance body in many cases. Clearly, any decision on the most appropriate method
of auding will need to take account of praccality, costs and eﬀecveness.

59

60
61

62
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Directorate-General for Health and Consumer Protecon, 2009, Feasibility study on animal welfare labelling and establishing a Community
Reference Centre for animal protecon and welfare: Part II Community Reference Centre
Welfare Quality®, 2009, Assessment protocol, available for pigs, poultry and cale
Directorate-General for Health and Consumer Protecon, 2009, Feasibility study on animal welfare labelling and establishing a Community
Reference Centre for animal protecon and welfare: Part II Community Reference Centre
Assured Chicken Producon, February 2009, Poultry Standards 2009 - 2010
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6.0THENEXTSTEPSTOACHIEVEEU-WIDELABELLING
This report has outlined how mandatory method of producon labelling fulﬁls the EU’s goals of providing
transparency about the provenance of food for consumers, supporng high quality farming and raising
standards of farm animal welfare in the EU, and potenally beyond.
The European Union has the opportunity to achieve an eﬀecve, uniﬁed and trustworthy labelling system
by 2015, by taking the following steps:
During 2010–2011 we believe it would be possible to achieve the following:
> polical agreement to mandatory labelling of animal-based food products according to their method of

producon (farming system)
> use of Welfare Quality® protocols to assess a sample of EU farms as a basis for decisions about suitable

welfare outcome requirements; and
> market tesng of potenal markeng (labelling) terms.

During 2011 agreement could be reached on the classiﬁcaon and tesng of farming systems in diﬀerent
countries.
In 2012, the EU could adopt and bring into force a new Markeng Regulaon for all animal-based food
products, with labelling provisions inially implemented only for fresh and frozen chickenmeat and pigmeat
sold at retail.
By 2015 at the latest, core outcome measures of welfare could be incorporated into the criteria for each
producon system.

Pleasesendusyourcommentsandcontributions
Wewouldbedelightedtohearyourviews.Pleasetellus:
> What your organisaon thinks about the proposals
> How the proposals could be strengthened
> What the main obstacles to implementaon are and how they could be overcome.

Your views should be sent to:
Jo Hase, Farm Animal Welfare Forum, PO Box 762, Godalming, GU7 9EQ
Telephone: 44 (0)1483 521 970. They can also be emailed to: info@fawf.org.uk
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APPENDIX1
TheFarmAnimalWelfareForum
The Farm Animal Welfare Forum brings together a group of inﬂuenal organisaons concerned with
improving farm animal welfare.
We are:

Compassion in World Farming
Compassion in World Farming is the leading charity campaigning exclusively for the welfare of farm animals
throughout the world. Our vision is a world where farm animals are treated with compassion and respect
and where cruel factory farming pracces end.

Co-operave Group
The Co-operave Group is a member-owned co-operave. Its vision is to be the best co-operave business
in the world and it is the largest independent convenience store operator in the UK. Taking a responsible
approach to business has been a guiding focus since its incepon in 1863.

Food Animal Iniave
Food Animal Iniave (FAI) was set up by farmers in 1998 in recognion of the fact that commercially
robust alternave systems - that signiﬁcantly raise animal welfare standards, tackle environmental
concerns and address issues of human health - can and do exist. FAI farms commercially in Oxfordshire and
undertakes farm-scale research to improve animal welfare within a commercial farming system.

Royal Society for the Prevenon of Cruelty to Animals
The RSPCA is a charity whose vision is to work for a world in which all humans respect and live in harmony
with all other members of the animal kingdom. Our mission is to prevent cruelty and promote kindness to
animals and alleviate their suﬀering by all lawful means.

Soil Associaon
The Soil Associaon is the UK's leading campaigning and cerﬁcaon organisaon for organic food and
farming, with a track record on promong and implemenng high standards of animal welfare.

The University of Bristol's Animal Welfare and Behaviour Group
The University of Bristol's Animal Welfare and Behaviour Group based within Bristol University's School of
Veterinary Science is a centre of excellence in animal welfare science. Working naonally and internaonally
with governments, industry and charies, the group carries out high quality animal behaviour and welfare
research and teaching, embracing a range of species.

World Society for the Protecon of Animals
For 25 years, WSPA has aimed to promote the concept of animal welfare in regions of the world where
there are few, if any, measures to protect animals. Polically, we have campaigned to convince
governments and key decision makers to change pracces and introduce new laws to protect or improve
the welfare of animals.
Taking the internaonally accepted Five Freedoms as our guide, we have idenﬁed the most pressing
animal welfare issues and developed high-level strategies for addressing them.
We believe we can do most to improve the welfare of animals by working collaboravely towards shared
strategic objecves.
Because we believe improvements in farm animal welfare must be based on peer-reviewed scienﬁc
evidence and analysis, we consult with representaves from the University of Bristol’s Animal Welfare and
Behaviour Group, a centre of excellence for animal welfare science.
As our proposed improvements must be economically viable for farmers and businesses in the food supply
chain, the Forum includes leading representaves from the voluntary sector, food and farming industries.
We also cooperate with other organisaons concerned with farm animal welfare that support our analysis
and want to work with us to achieve our objecves.
Further informaon will be available shortly on our website www.fawf.org.uk
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The Farm Animal Welfare Forum has published its vision for improving food and
farming - Farming Tomorrow: Improving Farm Animal Welfare in the UK.
The report details our priority areas for acon for policy-makers, food business
and consumers and can be ordered from info@fawf.org.uk or 44 (0) 1483 521 970.

The work of the Farm Animal
Welfare Forum is supported by
the Tubney Charitable Trust

FARM ANIMAL Welfare Forum
PO Box 762
Godalming
GU7 9EQ
01483 521 970
info@fawf.org.uk

